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GEN statement on Core Values

In 2019, the GEN board began to formulate a statement on our Core
Values. Starting with a brainstorming session, we followed up with a
smaller committee who took those ideas and formed a concise
statement, originally written by Brian Schrag, then refined by James
Krabill, Jean Kidula, and Robin Harris. The resulting statement was
sent out to a select group of GEN’s international leaders for their input.
The result is now posted at the GEN site (see link above) and
available for download.
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Dr. Jean Ngoya Kidula (above) served on the GEN board for close to
12 years, providing valuable perspective and advice for many of our
initiatives, including chairing the committee for the Statement of Core
Values. She will be cycling off the board this year, but will continue to
be involved in writing, teaching, and encouraging the next generation
of ethnodoxologists and ethnomusicologists in their work. We are
deeply grateful to Jean for her years of service! See a description here
of her work this year as fellow, research scholar, and visiting professor
of ethnomusicology at the Yale Institute for Sacred Music.

Hoorah & Congrats!
Michael Balonek completed the PhD programme at the University of
Allahabad through GB Pant Social Science Institute. His dissertation is
titled Exploring Social and Cultural Change, Stability, and Trends: an
Ethnomusicological Study of Bhojpuri Music in North India.
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Resources
Mission Hits Journals is a free quarterly email linking readers to all

recent articles in (the 32 and counting…) journals/periodicals related to
World Mission and World Christianity. This enables you to keep

thoroughly up to date with contemporary missiological trends and
ideas, and means you don't need to spend time searching many

different journal websites or risk missing out on something relevant to
you and your studies. For the full list of journals, and to sign up to

receive the ‘Mission Hits Journals’ email (4 times a year), visit
www.fromeverynation.net

Join us for the last webinar before the GCAMM consultation in
July (online). You will enjoy special webinar guests, sneak peeks of the
global event, and a short unveiling of our event platform. Save the
date and pass the news on to your friends and colleagues.

If you want to take an undergrad or grad course to leverage your
online attendance at GCAMM, see here for details:
https://gcommhome.org/gcomm-2020/gcomm-for-academic-credit/
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“I am an ethnodoxologist” – Jo-Ann Richards Goffe (Jamaica)

This You Tube video is the first in a series of informal recordings in
which international leaders in GEN talk about what ethnodoxology
looks like in their contexts. We hope this series will provide a global
view of the breadth of ethnodoxology and its practitioners.

GEN envisions a future in which communities of Jesus followers in
every culture engage with God and the world through their own artistic

expressions. We offer networking, training, and resources for the
flourishing of biblical and culturally appropriate arts.

~ a world of arts for God's purposes ~
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